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TALOFA LAVA, 

   

Welcome to the Third edition of the Vaisigano Catchment Project (VCP) monthly Newsletters for 
September 2019. In this issue, you will find updates on activities  implemented under funding of the 
Green Climate Fund (GCF) by the leading  Implementing Agencies (IAs) of the VCP. You will also 
find brief updates on public consultations held, other meetings with relevant VCP stakeholders and 
the GCF-VCP Board meeting held during the month.  

Malo le galulue ma le onosa’i. May the good Lord continue to bless each and everyone of you 
throughout October.  

Happy Reading!! 

SUMMARY 
 
There has been a smooth and steady progress made on some activities during  September, however, 
some activities have yet to start or delayed as they are dependent on completion of their preceding 
activities including feasibility studies, review and designs mainly of the infrastructure and civil 
works prior to launching of the necessary procurement actions.  

The GCF-VCP Board  held its 8th Meeting on 25 September which approved the  Quarter 3 Progress    
Report; Revised 2019 Annual Work Plan and Budget (REV3, 2019 AWPB); Finance Report     
Overview for Q2, 2019 and Updated Procurement Plan.  
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Updates 

Output 1, Activity 1.1.3 

CONDUCT FEASIBILITY STUDIES FOR FLOOD-PROOFING CENTRAL CROSS          
ISLAND ROAD (CCIR) 

Land Transport Authority (LTA)  is leading  the implementation of the feasibility study for the design and       
preparation of the bidding documentation for the upgrading of the Central Cross Island Road (CCIR)          
undertaken by SMEC Inc. The Preliminary Design Report is complete and has been accepted by the LTA and 
the VCP Project Management Unit (PMU)  for progressing of the work to the next stage. 
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Output 1, Activity 1.1.4 

CONDUCT FEASIBILITY STUDIES FOR APIA INTERGRATED SEWAGE SYSTEM 

The Attorney General’s Office on 12th           
September, cleared the Request for Proposal 
(RFP) and Terms of Reference (TOR) to  conduct 
the Feasibility  Study for the Apia  Integrated 
Sewage (AISS) for domestic households. The 
RFP Tender was launched on 16th of   September 
and advertised on the Ministry  of Finance (MOF) 
website, Savali Newspaper, and  distributed  to  
potential bidders. 

Output 1, Activity 1.4.1   
 
TRANSLATION OF THE NEW  BUILDING CODE AND APIA SPATIAL PLAN INTO SIMPLE MANUALS 
FOR BUILDERS TO FOLLOW 

All five (5) English Drafts of the Simplified Handbooks have been received by the Ministry of Works Transport 
and Infrastructure (MWTI) from KEW Consult Ltd (KCL).  Two (2) Samoan Drafts of the Handbooks have also 
been received, reviewed and cleared by the MWTI on 16th September.  Remaining three (3) of Samoan Drafts 
were received from KCL on 20th September and are under  review. KCL’s payment Claim #2 was received by 
VCP-PMU on 30th September from MWTI and being processed for payment.  
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DETERMINING AND IMPLEMENTING THE BEST PROTECTION OPTIONS FOR FOOD         
MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES FROM RIDGE TO REEF, DEPENDING ON LANDSCAPE, LAND 
TENURE, EXISTING LAND USE AND PLANNED DEVELOPMENTS 

The MNRE DEC team concluded that the invasive species plant has not yet spread to areas that they have surveyed but 
with the monitoring  survey, other families have and are now aware and understand of the impacts brought in to their 
garden ponds by the aquatic plant and have encouraged the MNRE to develop more awareness so that other families 
and florists will be mindful and be responsive of getting rid of the invasive plant in the future. 

  

                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

 

In preparation for the distribution to households and schools within the VRCA, the Waste Management Section of the 
Division of Environment and Conservation (DEC) of the Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment (MNRE) 
has completed labeling the procured wheelie trash bins and rubbish stands for the proper management of waste and 
visibility of the GCF-VCP.  

Output 2, Activity 2.2.1 

The School Awareness Programme for 
2Million Tree Campaign for fifteen 
(15) Primary Schools and Colleges 
(225 students) around the Vaisigano 
River Catchment Area (VRCA) and 
the Central Business District (CBD)      
continued  during the month of August 
and included the use of promotional      
material including posters and      
re-useable bottles. 
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The June 2019 bird and butterfly monitoring has shown the ongoing presence of native birds from September 
2018 and additional native species. Although there were no sightings of the Manumea, the team managed to spot 
three to four large forest honeyeaters (Ma’oma’o) at Tiapapata and Maagiagi Uta. This result reflects the          
rehabilitation work done by the imitative of Cash for Workers by GCF.  It is believed that the weather (raining) 
caused the drop in butterfly species observed. Data collected from both the initial September 2018 and June 2019 
surveys will contribute greatly in developing conservation management plans and strategies for bird and butterfly 
species.   
 
 

Output 2, Activity 2.2.1 
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 Output 2, Activity 2.2.6  

PROVISION OF A CASH-FOR-WORK OPTION FOR FLOOD-RELATED  CATCHMENT             
REHABILITATION (ANTI-EROSIVE MEASURES, LANDSCAPING OPTIONS) 

 
MNRE DEC Water Resources Division team continued 
land preparation work for replanting  at Alaoa Reserve 
and Vaoala area including maintenance of new planted 
plants inside the reserve.  

Output 2, Activity 2.2.5  

TRAIN MEMBERS OF LOCAL POPULATION ON ALTERNATIVE  INCOME GENERATING 
ACTIVITIES, AS WELL AS BUSINESS INCUBATION FOR ENTREPRENEURIAL              
AGRIBUSINESS AND CLIMATE CHANGE AND FLOOD-RELATED BUSINESS OPTIONS 

CSSP achieved much progress against its       
approved work plan during the month which   
included the facilitation of the conduct of the 
comprehensive Technical Assessment   involving 
representatives of the Ministry of Agriculture 
and Fisheries (MAF), Civil Society Organization 
(CSO), Ministry of Commerce, Industry and  
Labour (MCIL), Ministry of Women,           
Community and Social Development (MWCSD), 
MNRE, Small Business Enterprise (SBEC), and 
CSSP.  At the completion of the detailed       
technical assessments the Team of  Evaluators          
undertook site inspections of 289 proposals    
received in the first Call by CSSP for Ecosystem 
based Adaptation for Enterprises Development 
(EbAED) proposals. 

The selected Panel of Evaluators comprised of 
ten (10) Assessors, three (3) facilitators and one 
(1)  Observer. A  report on the outcome from this 
process was tabled in the September GCF-VCP 
Board Meeting.   
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10 field assistants were  recruited by the 
MNRE Forestry Division (FD) and       
commenced work in September under    
partnership with the Maagiagi community. 
1,200 native seedlings have  been planted,  
covering an area of 0.5 hectare at Fale o le 
Fee at Maagiagi. Other activities include 
seedling collection and propagation to   
replenish the nursery supplies to support 
the national 2 Million Tree Campaign. 

 

 

 

MNRE DEC team continued work at the  Vailima Reserve and  Botanical  Garden. Activities included removal of   
invasive species, land preparation and replanting supporting the 2M Tree campaign. Total area covered estimated at 2.4 
hectares of land. 
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Output 2, Activity 2.3.1 

REVIEW CURRENT DESIGN OF LELATA BRIDGE 

The Preliminary Design Report (PDR) from BECA has been received and under review by the LTA as the 
lead IA for this activity during September.  Consultations held during the month on the PDR facilitated by the 
LTA and Beca with all the utilities within the Lelata bridge project area included  representatives of the      
Samoa Water Authority (SWA), Electric Power Corporation (EPC), Bluesky,  and other  relevant            
stakeholders, UNDP and the GCF-PMU with the aim of  obtaining additional details and specifications from 
the utilities to assist Beca with the detailed design work for the replacement bridge.    
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The PDR for the initial 9 priority sites has been accepted by the LTA & GCF-PMU, a deliverable under this   
contract and to facilitate payment and work continued on the review of the Stormwater Masterplan.  The bidding 
documents for three priority sites no. 5. (infront of Tanoa Hotel/Malaefatu Reserve) 6. (infront of Australian 
High Commission) and 7. (Old Courthouse/infront of the New Zealand High Commission) are under review by 
LTA and PMU for launch of the tender for construction of these sites before end October 2019.  

Output 3, Activity 3.1.1 

REVIEW THE CURRENT DRAINAGE SYSTEM EXISTENT IN THE VAISIGANO RIVER  
FLOOD PLAN    
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ASSESSMENT AND DESIGN OF PRIORITY DRAINAGE UPGRADES AND CRITICAL 
HAZARD AREAS WITH REGARDS TO NEEDED UPGRADES  

Stantec Consultants, New   Zealand, contracted to 
undertake the Design and Supervision of the        
construction of the drainage upgrade works within 
the Apia Urban Area (AUA), held public               
consultations and presented an overview of the work 
plan for the six (6) priority drainage upgrade sites 
under funding of the GCF-VCP to   business owners, 
tenants and  landholders/ owners who reside within 
the AUA. The participants had the opportunity to 
discuss with the consultants how the  project will 
affect their businesses or homes and for the          
consultants and LTA to ensure concerns raised are  
taken on board in the detailed design of the drainage 
upgrades. 
 

Output 3, Activity 3.2.1 

The 6  priority drainage upgrade  sites include site 
no.10- Bus Terminal/Fish Market; no. 2- Convent 
St/Mulivai; no. 3- Savalalo St; no. 4 -Beach 
Road/RSA; no.8-Bistro Tatau/ASCO Motors   
Intersection; and no.9. Beach Rd/Cathedral   
Mulivai. 
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IMPLEMENTATION OF UPGRADES  

LTA engaged services of an Environmental and Social Impacts Assessment  (ESIA)  Specialist on 13      
September whose  Inception Report containing  Methodology for the ESIA and consultation plan with     
affected families within Segment 1 of the Riverwall has been accepted on 20 September. The  ESIA       
Specialist scope of services is in relation to the installation of drainage solutions adjacent to Segment 1 of  
the Riverwall.(installation of drainage solutions adjacent to Segment 1) of the Riverwall in the VRCA   

Output 3, Activity 3.2.2 
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Upcoming events: 

Two consultations (1 in Savai’i and 1 in Upolu) planned in the first two weeks of October with the Building 
practitioners and contractors to review the Draft Policy on Building Practitioners Licensing & Building      
Contractors Registration which will be led by the MWTI; and 
A number of consultations planned with affected residents (families and communities) within the VCRA on the 
proposed design for the replacement of the Lelata Bridge and the drainage upgrade work plan for Segment 1 
and the 6 priority drainage sites to be led by  LTA and supported by the MWCSD. 

GENERAL ENQUIRES  

Ms. Litara Taulealo 
ACEO CRICD, MOF 

Email: litara.taulealo@mof.gov.ws 

Tevaga Pisaina Leilua-Lei Sam 
GCF Project Manager 

Email: pisaina.leisam@vcp.gov.ws or 
pisaina.leisam@gmail.com 

 

MEDIA ENQUIRES: 
Michilene T Time 

GCF Communications Officer 
Email: michilene.time@vcp.gov.ws  


